Four Seasons®, your complete source for quality, coverage & service offers the YF products needed for today's late model vehicles. For a limited time only, get your shop YF ready with our one-of-a-kind YF Shop Starter Kits promotion, complete with everything you need to do the job right.

**YF Tool & Chemical Kit**

**Part No. 99901**

*Includes:*

- YF Manifold Gauge Set
- YF Supplement Tray for 4S 24813 Service Part Organizer
- Self Sealing YF Can Tap
- Puncture YF Can Tap
- YF Service Caps
  - M8*1.0 Cap Short Post
  - M8*1.0 Cap Long Post
  - M9*1.0 Cap Short Post
  - M10*1.25 Cap Short Post
  - M10*0.75 Cap Long Post
- Vacuum Pump Retrofit Adapter
- Vacuum Pump Oil
- YF PAG Oil
- YF ICE32 Lubricant Enhancer

**Diagnostic Tool Kit**

**Part No. 99906**

*Includes:*

- ECV Compressor Diagnostic Tool Kit
- YF Refrigerant Leak Detector

Expert technicians know that doing the job right starts with diagnosing the root cause of any failure. Four Seasons® Diagnostic Tool Kit does just that with our popular ECV Diagnostic Tool Kit and YF refrigerant leak detector.
YF Shop Starter Kits
2 Kits to Service YF Systems
Available March 1st - June 30th, 2019

These important tools and service items are required to diagnose both YF and ECV systems that are showing up in shops today.

YF Gauge Set
Part No. 59203
- Anti-flutter gauges for smooth operation
- Easy to read temperature gauge scales
- Color coded anodized front-facing knobs
- Easy gauge recalibration ensures accuracy
- Large sight glass for visual check of refrigerant
- Includes
  - 3 - 72” hoses
  - 2 - color coded anodized R1234yf couplers

ECV Diagnostic Tool
Part No. 69636 Kit Includes:
- Hand held ECV compressor tester unit
- Power leads and wire harness set
- 14 Female connectors
  - Including 11 for specific compressor applications and
  - 3 universal connectors
- 15 Male Connectors
  - Including 14 for specific ECV applications and
  - 1 universal connector
- Convenient carrying case
- Instruction sheet

Quickly diagnose clutchless compressor failure!

Tool comes with over 20 custom pigtails to connect to virtually every manufacturer's computer controlled compressor. Some models from these manufacturers use ECV compressors: BMW, Chrysler, General Motors, Hyundai, Jaguar, Kia, Land Rover, Mercedes Benz, Nissan Infiniti, Subaru, Toyota/Lexus and VW/Audi/Porsche.
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